The story of Tealia Tea dates back to year
2001 when the family run enterprise,
Maltras International (Pvt) Limited was
launched in Sri Lanka with the vision to
create a tea for every tea lover -from
tenacious tea drinkers to tea connoisseurs.
Today, our premium brand Tealia has
become a household name amongst tea
enthusiasts around the world with our
global reach having expanded in the recent
years to cover international markets such as
Russia, USA, Canada, Japan, UK, Hungary,
Germany, Australia, China, India, Taiwan,
Korea, Czech Republic and New Zealand to
name a few.

Why Ceylon Tea?
Many countries in the world grow and process
black tea and green tea, yet there is no origin
to match the quality and the goodness of
Ceylon Tea- a uniqueness resulting from the
distinct climatic conditions and varied soil
compositions inherent to the island. With
monsoon rains creating two distinct weather
patterns in the eastern and western sides of
the island, the country’s tea produce adapts
subtle differences in characteristics and flavour
that only Ceylon Teas can offer.

The success of our tea brand, we believe, is
driven by our determination and constant
effort to match our consumer needs
through creation of best premium blends to
suit everyone’s palate. Running parallel is
our desire to make tea drinking a
wholesome experience for our consumers;
to offer a blend that whets the appetite; a
delicate scent that invigorates the sensesthe ultimate rejuvenation for body and
mind.

Our Operations

Tealia’s vivid blends come in loose leaf and
pyramid bags to optimize the tea drinking
experience. While the exclusive pyramid
bag offers more room for the mix of tea
leaves, natural fruits, flowers, spices and
herbs, its unique shape lets these
ingredients blend freely in your cup to
create the best brew.
We are a brand that values sustainability.
Our tea is therefore sourced only from
plantations that follow ethical practices and
conform to Rainforest Alliance standards.
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Hence we take pride in offering Single Origin
teas to our consumers.
As our premium blends gained popularity
across the globe, in 2015 we took to
commissioning our modern factory and office
premises in Kaduwela with a view to provide
our consumers, a service of excellence. While
the state of the art facility conforms to all
international standards - ISO 22000 of 2005
including HACCP, Organic EU, Organic NOP, all
aspects of our operations in the premises
adhere to the 5S system.
Our new packing installations include a fully
automated blending and flavouring drum to
ensure uniformity of each and every blend that
goes into our packs while IMA double
chambered machines are used for packaging
the two types of teabags and the pyramid
bagging FUSO machines for packaging the
up-market range of blends. In the light of the
recent medical and scientific findings
highlighting the importance of quality
packaging material, we opted for the plant
based ‘Soilon’ material which is a
biodegradable type, for packaging all our tea
bags.
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Black tea, rich in antioxidants, remains the
most sought after beverage, globally. Its
healthy substances, scientists believe,
reduce health risks such as cancer,
cholesterol and cardiovascular diseases.
Since the British introduced the tea plant
Camellia sinensis to Ceylon in 1867, the
Island boasts of a long and proud history of
producing the best and cleanest tea in the
orthodox style of manufacturing.
Our brand presents a wide selection of
black teas from this single origin which
boasts of a 150 year long proud heritage,
manufactured in the traditional orthodox
way in compliance with best manufacturing
processes, to create the Tealia range that in
essence, is a blend of the natural
endowments inherent to the island
resulting from the alchemy of land, soil and
the climatic condition and years of
expertise harnessed through research and
development.
Tealia takes the very best of Single Origin
Ceylon Tea leaves, coming from tea gardens
that follow ethical practices, to create its
selection of teas infused with natural fruits,
spices and herbs- each having its varied and
alluring taste that makes the consumer
comeback for more; thirsty for that
pleasurable adventure of aroma and
flavours.
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Green tea, we believe, is the nature’s miracle
remedy. A pack full of immune boosting
goodness; with anti-ageing properties that
reduce significant damage to skin and hair;
having the power to fight cancer cells of
varied diseases -breast, esophageal, prostrate or stomach; tea that help you lose
weight and feel great as these natural tea
leaves hold the magic of nature within them.
We at Tealia take advantage of the distinct
characteristics of green tea from Ceylon, with
inherent qualities that the plantations
provide during each season as they are
harvested, to create our green tea range. A
smooth, flavorful, mild beverage which can
be enjoyed any time for its relaxing properties and the richness of its anti-oxidants.
Savour the distinct taste and subtle aroma of
our green teas as you sip from the very
fountain of life.
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Our fruit and herbal teas are
simply healing. A fusion of
contemporary and the
traditional, this innovative
Tealia range includes the
classic Simply Mint to more
random tastes such as
Chamomile Apple and
Strawberry Hibiscus Rosehip.
A perfect fit for both winter
and summer. Ideal after
supper as iced teas. Immerse
yourself in our herbal tea
world filled with the
delightful array of flavours.
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Our fruit and herbal teas are
simply healing. A fusion of
contemporary and the
traditional, this innovative Tealia
range includes the classic Simply
Mint to more random tastes
such as Chamomile Apple and
Strawberry Hibiscus Rosehip. A
perfect fit for both winter and
summer. Ideal after supper as
iced teas. Immerse yourself in
our herbal tea world filled with
the delightful array of flavours.
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Our certified organic tea
range, prepared in the true
spirit of sustainability,
brings you the finest blends
made from the finest
ingredients, adhering to the
best manufacturing
processes. Quality whole
loose leaves, rough cut
herbs and real flowers
come together to create our
organic teas, endorsed with
EU, USDA and JAS
certifications –reflecting
our brand’s commitment to
offer blends that are both
people and eco-friendly.
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An exclusive tea, hand-made following a careful
and controlled process of plucking and
processing. The leaves are handpicked by
specially trained tea pluckers, who, at pre-dawn
set out to selectively collect only the buds -the
freshest and youngest part of the shoot. These
buds are sun or air dried and rolled to give the
final product. With maximum natural chemicals
and anti-oxidants present in these buds, white
teas having anti- bacterial anti-virus effects are
also a weight-loss cure and give the consumer a
‘power pack’ with each sip they take.
There is a discernable colour difference in the
products; some are golden/yellow in colour and
referred to as ‘Golden Tips’ while those that are
whiter in appearance are known the ‘Silver Tips.’
Unique and rare Golden Tips and Silver Tips are
an incredible indulgence.
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CEYLON REGIONAL TEA
The terrain of the Island of Ceylon is
made up of flat plateaus to high
mountains of 2000 meters where the
temperatures too differ. Tea
plantations, in each region offer a tea
with characteristics that are unique
to the place they are grown. From
high grown to low grown teas, the
flavour, aroma and hue of the cup
differs, making the island; known as
Ceylon back then; a tea grower’s
paradise. Tea Leaves for most of our
blends in the Tealia range are
coming from Dimbulla, Uva, Kandy,
Ruhuna and Nuwara Eliya - the most
popular tea growing regions in the
country with a uniqueness of their
own. With a deep rooted history in
growing tea, coupled with the
time-honoured method of perfecting,
each of these tea blend, advanced by
our brand to suit the modern day tea
drinking and the needs of all our tea
lovers both young and old, brings
something more than an average
brew.
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At Tealia, we believe tea is a gift.
Each leaf is nature’s extension of
her gift to us. We have taken this
notion a step ahead by crafting our
gift range to enable you share the
joy of tea with your loved ones.
Some of our popular blends, we
have even dressed up in stylish
packaging, to fit the season. A
sophisticated gift we’d all love to
receive and give!
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Organic Gifts

ORGANIC TRAVEL TIN SET
3 x 5 Pyramids x 2 g
#80170

New arrival

STRAIGHT BLACK
5 Pyramids x 2 g
#30147

GREEN LEAF TEA
5 Pyramids x 2 g
#30147

EARL GREY TEA
5 Pyramids x 2 g
#30147

STRAIGHT BLACK
20 Sachets x 2 g
#90200
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20 DOUBLE CHAMBER TEA BAGS

EARL GREY
20 Sachets x 2 g
#90201

LEMONGRASS GREEN TEA ROASTED MORINGA
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
#90205
#90206

GREEN TEA
20 Sachets x 2 g
#90202

MINT GREEN TEA
20 Sachets x 2 g
#90203

CHAMOMILE
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
#90204

GINGER BLACK TEA
20 Sachets x 2 g
#90207

BLACK CHAI
20 Sachets x 2 g
#90208

MORINGA HIBISCUS ROSEHIP
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
#90209
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PASSIONTFRUIT MINT

SERENE

SIMPLY MINT

15 Pyramids x 2 g
#30137

15 Pyramids x 2 g
#30147

15 Pyramids x 2 g
#30157

CEYLON BLACK

CEYLON
CINNAMON CHAI

CARAMEL
ROOIBOS

15 Pyramids x 2 g
#10107

15 Pyramids x 2 g
#60107

CEYLON BLACK
100 g Loose Leaf
#10208
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15 Pyramids x 2 g
#30107

ENGLISH
BREAKFAST

100 g Loose Leaf
#60248

STRAWBERRY
HIBISCUS ROSEHIP
15 Pyramids x 2 g
#30167

CHAMOMILE
APPLE

15 Pyramids x 2 g
#30117

STRAWBERRY
GREEN TEA
100 g Loose Leaf
#50238
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AVAILABLE VARIETIES

• Ceylon Black
• Ceylon Cinnamon Chai
• Governor Grey
• Mango Island
• Strawberry
• Pure Green
• Coconut Chocolate
• Organic Straight Black
• Organic Green Leaf
• Organic Earl Grey Tea
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20 DOUBLE CHAMBER
TEA BAGS

New arrivals

WELLNESS RANGE

Our Wellness Tea range is specially crafted
rafted tto support the health and
wellbeing goals of our tea fans. The natural
al iingredients
ie
infused into this
range reflect our commitment to sourcing the best ingredients
in
for our
blends.

At Tealia we believe in
tea that feeds the soul. Our
blends
are
thoughtfully
created with you in mind. Every leaf,
every ingredient, every step comes
together to produce tea that satisfies
and inspires. With deep roots in our
island home, formerly known as
Ceylon, our passion for excellent tea
is part of our history and our bright
future. Share our passion and let us
be a part of your tea story.

KIDNEYTEA
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
#90103

HEALTHYTEA
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
#90104

SLIMTEA
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
#90105

REVIVETEA
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
#90109

NUTRITEA
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
#90100

CHAMOMILE
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
#30119

SOURSOP BLACK TEA
20 Sachets x 2 g
#60139

IMMUNITEA
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
#90102

DIGESTEA
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
#90106

SERENITEA
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
#90107

ENERGITEA
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
#90108

BOOSTEA
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
#90101

CLASSIC BLACK TEA
20 Sachets x 2 g
9
#10109

EARL GREY TEA
20 Sachets x 2 g
#60119
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20 DOUBLE CHAMBER
TEA BAGS

REGULAR RANGE

ENGLISH BREAKFAST STRAWBERRY HIBISCUS
20 Sachets x 2 g
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
#60149
#30169

PURE GREEN TEA
20 Sachets x 2 g
#20109

MINT BLACK TEA
20 Sachets x 2 g
#60129

CARAMEL ROOIBOS
20 Sachets x 1.5 g
#30109

JASMINE GREEN TEA
20 Sachets x 2 g
#50149
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